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Performance characterization of PCR-free whole
genome sequencing for clinical diagnosis
Guiju Zhou, MDa, Meizhen Zhou, MSb, Fanwei Zeng, MSb,c, Ningzhi Zhang, BSd, Yan Sun, PhDb ,
Zhihong Qiao, MSe,f, Xueqin Guo, MSg , Shihao Zhou, BSh, Guojun Yun, MSi, Jiansheng Xie, MDj,
Xiaodan Wang, MSe,f, Fengxia Liu, MSe,f, Chunna Fan, MSe,f, Yaoshen Wang, BSe,f, Zhonghai Fang, MSe,f,
Zhongming Tian, BSe, Wentao Dai, PhDe,f, Jun Sun, PhDe,f, Zhiyu Peng, PhDb, Lijie Song, MSe,f,k,∗

Abstract
To evaluate the performance of polymerase chain reaction (PCR)-free whole genome sequencing (WGS) for clinical diagnosis, and
thereby revealing how experimental parameters affect variant detection.
Five NA12878 samples were sequenced using MGISEQ-2000. NA12878 samples underwent WGS with differing

deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) input and library preparation protocol (PCR-based vs PCR-free protocols for library preparation).
The depth of coverage and genotype quality of each sample were compared. The performance of each sample was measured for
sensitivity, coverage of depth and breadth of coverage of disease-related genes, and copy number variants. We also developed a
systematic WGS pipeline (PCR-free) for the analysis of 11 clinical cases.
In general, NA12878-2 (PCR-free WGS) showed better depth of coverage and genotype quality distribution than NA12878-1

(PCR-based WGS). With a mean depth of ∼40�, the sensitivity of homozygous and heterozygous single nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs) of NA12878-2 showed higher sensitivity (>99.77% and>99.82%) than NA12878-1, and positive predictive value exceeded
99.98% and 99.07%. The sensitivity and positive predictive value of homozygous and heterozygous indels for NA12878-2 (PCR-free
WGS) showed great improvement than NA128878-1. The breadths of coverage for disease-related genes and copy number variants
are slightly better for samples with PCR-free library preparation protocol than the sample with PCR-based library preparation
protocol. DNA input also influences the performance of variant detection in samples with PCR-free WGS. All the 19 previously
confirmed variants in 11 clinical cases were successfully detected by our WGS pipeline (PCR free).
Different experimental parameters may affect variant detection for clinical WGS. Clinical scientists should know the range of

sensitivity of variants for different methods of WGS, which would be useful when interpreting and delivering clinical reports.
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Abbreviations: ACMG = The American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics, CNVs = copy number variants, DNA =
deoxyribonuclei acid, DP = depth of coverage, GQ = genotype quality, Indels = small insertions and deletions, MPS = massively
parallel sequencing, PCR = polymerase chain reaction, PPV = positive predictive value, SNPs = single nucleotide polymorphisms,
SNVs = single-nucleotide variants, SVs = structure variations, WGS = whole-genome sequencing.

Keywords:clinical diagnosis, deoxyribonucleic acid input, polymerase chain reaction-free, sequencing depth and coverage, whole
genome sequencing

1. Introduction

Massively parallel sequencing (MPS) technology is more and
more widely used in genomic research and real clinical setting,
which has revolutionized clinical genetic diagnosis. Recently,
whole genome sequencing (WGS) has been gradually imple-
mented in the diagnosis of rare and undiagnosed clinical cases,[1–
3] making it possible to be a routine in clinical care. Focusing on
whole genome scale, WGS can not only be used to detect single-
nucleotide variants (SNVs) and small insertions/deletions
(Indels), but it can also be used to identify structure variations
(SVs).[4–6] What is more, WGS can reduce the cost derived by the
need of other tests,[7] and provide higher diagnostic yields than
targeted panels.[8]

The process of WGS mainly includes 3 steps: template
preparation (isolation of nucleic acid), library preparation (end
repairing, adapter addition, optional PCR amplification), and
sequencing (sequencing preparation, instrument operation). The
results of clinicalWGSmaybe influenced by factors related to the 3
steps, such as quality of genomic DNA,[9,10] methods used for
library preparation,[11–13] and differing sequencing plat-
forms.[12,14] After sequencing, a bioinformatics pipeline (sequenc-
ing data quality control, alignment, variant calling, and
interpretation) will be implemented. The comparability of WGS
can be improved by implementing a standardized bioinformatics
analysis pipeline. The first 3 steps (template preparation, library
construction, and sequencing) could largely influence the quality of
WGS data. As for the bioinformatics analysis of WGS, there is
already a well-accepted pipeline for the analysis of SNV and indel
forWGS data with short read, including alignment with Burrows-
Wheeler Aligner,[15] and variant calling with Genome Analysis
Toolkit.[16] There are also well-established algorithms for SV
detection from short read sequencing data. Great tools and
algorithms may improve the sensitivity for variant detection,
however, without high quality sequencing data, it is hard to
generate good results. As long as WGS data is generated,
sometimes there’s little things we can do to improve the quality
of WGS data. So, the performance of different experimental
methods for clinicalWGS and how these experimental parameters
affect variant detection becomes a relevant research topic.

As for template preparation, library construction, and
sequencing, various methods have been provided by different
sequencing platforms. Broadly, library preparation of WGS can
be classified into 2 groups, PCR-based library preparation
protocol versus PCR-free library preparation protocol. Each
method has both common and specific variables related to the
required DNA input, read length, and cost-effectiveness. These
variables could influence the overall quality of WGS data, thus
impact the sensitivity of variant detection. Specifically, in
addition to evaluating the sensitivity of and breadth of coverage
ofWGS, we investigated the effects of library preparationmethod
(PCR-based vs PCR-free protocols) and DNA input using
MGISEQ-2000 platform in this study.
In the present study, we systematically compared 5 WGS data

generated from NA12878 samples. We compared the sensitivity
of WGS using samples by differing library preparation protocols
(PCR-based vs PCR-free protocols) and DNA inputs (1mg, 500,
300, and 200ng). We also compared the yield and quality of
sequencing data, depth of coverage, genotype quality, sensitivity
for variant detection, and breadth of coverage for each sample.
The performance of each method was systematically analyzed
and compared, thereby revealing how these experimental
parameters affect variant detection. Generally, samples using
PCR-free library preparation protocol and DNA input of 1mg
showed the highest performance in depth of coverage (DP) and
genotype quality (GQ) distribution, variant detection, and
breadth of coverage for disease-related genes and copy number
variants (CNVs). We used the WGS pipeline (PCR-free) for the
analysis of 11 clinical cases.

2. Methods

2.1. Samples and overall study design

This study and all the protocols followed herein were approved
by the Institutional Review Board of BGI (NO. BGI-IRB19019).
To investigate the performance of PCR-free WGS for clinical
diagnosis, Genome in a Bottle NA12878 was collected and
sequenced 5 times with differing library preparation protocols
and total DNA inputs (Table 1). All the samples were sequencing

Table 1

Sample information.

Sample Name Sequencing Platform DNA input PCR/PCR-free Read length Mean depth

NA12878-1 WGS MGISEQ-2000 1mg PCR PE150 90.72
NA12878-2 WGS MGISEQ-2000 1mg PCR free PE150 83.01
NA12878-3 WGS MGISEQ-2000 500ng PCR-free PE150 82.23
NA12878-4 WGS MGISEQ-2000 300ng PCR-free PE150 79.82
NA12878-5 WGS MGISEQ-2000 200ng PCR-free PE150 88.39

WGS=whole-genome sequencing.
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on MGISEQ-2000 platform. DNA samples of NA12878 were
procured from Coriell (Camden, NJ).
The overall study design is shown in Fig. 1. First, to compare

the performance of WGS with PCR-based and PCR-free
protocols, analysis of the sensitivity of high-confidence SNPs/
indels, breadth of coverage and depth of coverage were
performed using PCR-based (NA12878-1) and PCR-free
(NA12878-2) down-sampling samples (∼40�) of NA12878.
Then, using down-sampling samples of NA12878, we also
compared the performance of samples (PCR-free WGS) with
differing DNA input (1mg, 500, 300, and 200ng) (Fig. 1). Finally,
11 clinical cases (with 19 variants previously validated) were
collected to test the performance of the WGS pipeline (PCR-free).

2.2. Library preparation, genome sequencing, and
bioinformatics analysis

In this study, 1mg of DNA input were used for library
preparation using either PCR-based protocol (MGIEasy FS

DNA Library Prep Set, containing PCR-amplification steps after
second bead purification) or PCR-free protocol (MGIEasy FS
PCR-Free DNA Library Prep Set, omitting the PCR steps). The
detailed library preparation workflows can refer to a paper.[17]

Libraries with various amount of DNA input (1mg, 500, 300, and
200ng) were constructed using PCR-free library preparation
protocol (Table 1). After quantification by BMG Labtech
(Ortenberg, Germany) FLUOstar Omega and Agilent 2100
Bioanalyzer, (California, USA) all the libraries were then
sequenced on the MGISEQ-2000 platform.
A standard bioinformatics analysis pipeline was implemented

for all the samples. In short, after sequencing, fastq data was
filtered to generate clean reads. The clean reads of each sample
were then aligned to hg19 (the human reference genome) by
Burrows-Wheeler Aligner.[15] To remove duplicate reads,
MarkDuplicates was then used for analysis.[16] Genome Analysis
Toolkit package was then used to perform realignment around
indels and quality scores re-calibration, and to generate VCF files
for each sample for further analysis. Depth and coverage analysis

Figure 1. Study design.
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were performed by BEDTools[18] and bamdst (https://github.
com/shiquan/bamdst).

2.3. Sensitivity and positive predictive value (PPV) of
variant detection

To evaluate the performance of different experimental methods in
identifying true genotypes, NA12878 high-confidence calls
(v3.3.2) were recognized as true-positive calls for evaluation.
We further restricted the high-confidence calls to the high
confidence region to calculate the sensitivity and PPV of different
experimental methods. The percentage of high-confidence calls
detectedbyourmethod inall the high-confidence calls inNA12878
was considered as the sensitivity for variation detection. The
percentage of high-confidence calls detected by our method in all
the variants detected by ourmethodwas considered as the PPV for
variation detection. To filter out erroneous variant calls, genotype
quality and depth of coverage were used.

2.4. Breadth of coverage for disease-related genes and
CNVs

Genes in a single gene set may be incomplete to investigate the
breadth of coverage for disease-related genes. In order to include
all putative disease-related genes for evaluation, we generalize a
new gene list (8394 genes) using the following 5 databases:
ClinVar (accessed on February 19, 2019), Genetic Home
Reference (accessed on July 2, 2019), Human Gene Mutation
Database (HGMD) (professional March 2018), Online Mende-
lian Inheritance in Man (accessed on April 4, 2018) and
Orphanet (accessed on July 2, 2019). NCBI annotation release
104 was used for the annotation of all the gene regions.
Transcripts used in the HGMD database got priority for
annotation. For genes without a definite transcript in the HGMD
database, a combination of the regions of all transcripts was used
for annotation. Coverage analysis of each sample for the 8394
genes were performed for evaluation.
For the analysis of the coverage of CNVs, we performed

coverage analysis of the NA12878 samples using CNVs from
DECIPHER database (version GRCh37_v9.29).

2.5. Analysis of 11 clinical cases and validation

To test the performance of the WGS pipeline (PCR-free) in real
clinical setting, a total of 11 clinical cases (19 variants) were
recruited. All the 19 variants were confirmed previously by
methods other than WGS. One microgram of DNA input were
used for library preparation for all the 11 clinical cases. Written
informed consent was obtained from all the participants before
sample collection.

3. Results

3.1. Overall performance of the 5 NA12878 samples

The libraries of all the 5 NA12878 samples were loaded and
sequenced on 2 lanes of MGISEQ-2000. On average, there were
256.80 Gb clean data generated per sample (2 lanes). In this
study, an average sequencing depth of 84.83-fold was achieved
for each sample (Table 1).
In order to compare various experimental parameters (library

preparation protocols and DNA inputs) at constant read depth,
clean reads of each sample were randomly down-sampled from

each sample using seqtk (https://github.com/lh3/seqtk). Finally,
each sample was down-sampled to a sequencing depth of ∼40�
for further analysis.
As a result, NA12878 samples using PCR-based library

preparation protocol (NA12878-1) and PCR-free library prepa-
ration protocol (NA12878-2) showed similar mean percentage of
>98.88% and 98.62% for regions with≥ 10� coverage. Samples
using PCR-free WGS (NA12878-2, 3, 4, and 5) all showed a
mean duplication rate of 2.5%, which was slightly lower than
NA12878-1 (duplication rate of 3%).

3.2. Distribution of DP and GQ in PCR-based and
PCR-free samples of NA12878

The DP and GQ parameters are widely used for assessment of
variation quality in MPS technology. In this study, we
investigated the distribution of the 2 main quality parameters
(DP and GQ) for variation detection in PCR-based (NA12878-1)
and PCR-free (NA12878-2) samples of NA12878 at 1mg DNA
input. Here, down-sampling samples of NA12878 (mean DP of
∼40�) was used for comparison. In general, the quality of sample
with PCR-free library construction method (NA12878-2) is
shown to be better than sample with PCR-based library
construction method (NA12878-1) (Fig. 2).
ThedistributionofDPwasnormal-like for the 2 samples (Fig. 2).

The distribution of DP for all the variants showed more uniform
quality for sample with PCR-free library preparation protocol
(NA12878-2) than that for sample with PCR-based protocol
(NA12878-1), especially for indel detection (Fig. 2). The
proportion of variants for NA12878-2 (93.34%) with a DP of
>20� was higher than NA12878-1 (89.19%), indicating a better
DP distribution for PCR-free library preparation method ofWGS.
The vastmajority of variants called for all the samples had aGQ

close to 100 (Fig. 2). Variants detected by sample with PCR-free
WGS (NA12878-2) showed higher quality than those detected by
PCR-basedWGS (NA12878-1). The proportion of variants called
for NA12878-1 (17.42%) with a GQ of <20 was 1.67% more
than that for NA12878-2 (15.75%). For indel detection, more
proportion of variants were detected when the GQ is <65 in
NA12878-1 (Fig. 2). These results showed that the variation
quality of PCR-free WGS is better than PCR-based WGS.

3.3. Sensitivity and PPV of variant detection in PCR-based
and PCR-free samples of NA12878

In order to investigate the impact of different library preparation
methods in identifying true genotypes, NA12878 high-confidence
calls (v3.3.2) were recognized as true-positive calls for evaluation.
To calculate the sensitivity of each sample, variants located in the
high confidence region (v3.3.2) were further recognized as “gold
standard” calls. To filter out erroneous variant calls, GQ (≥20)
and DP (≥10) were used.
NA12878-2 (PCR-free WGS) showed higher sensitivity and

PPV for both SNP and indel detection (Fig. 3). For homozygous
and heterozygous SNPs detection, the sensitivity of NA12878-2
is slightly better than NA12878-1. PCR-free WGS showed great
improvement for homozygous and heterozygous indels detection
(Fig. 2). The sensitivity for homozygous and heterozygous indels
detection in NA12878-2 is >99.22% and 91.28% respectively,
while sensitivity of NA12878-1 for homozygous and heterozy-
gous indels detection is only 88.05% and 88.76%. For SNP and
indel detection, the PPV (high confidence region) of NA12878-2
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(PCR-free WGS) is also better than NA12878-1 (PCR-based
WGS) (Fig. 3). Heterozygous indels of NA12878-1 (PCR-based
WGS) showed the lowest PPV of 82.87%. In general, the
sensitivity and PPV of variant detection for samples with PCR-
free library preparation protocol (NA12878-2) is better than
samples with PCR-based library preparation method (NA12878-
1) (Fig. 3).

3.4. Depth and breadth of coverage for disease-related
genes and CNVs in PCR-based and PCR-free samples of
NA12878

In this part, the breadth of coverage for the 8394 genes was first
evaluated in PCR-based (NA12878-1) and PCR-free (NA12878-
2) samples of NA12878 at 1mg DNA input. The 8394 disease-

Figure 2. Distribution of (depth of coverage) DP and (genotype quality) GQ in PCR-based and PCR-free samples of NA12878. DP=depth of coverage, GQ=
genotype quality

Figure 3. Sensitivity and positive predictive value (PPV) of variant detection in PCR-based and PCR-free samples of NA12878.
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related genes were compiled using 5 databases (ClinVar, Genetic
Home Reference, HGMD, Online Mendelian Inheritance in
Man, and Orphanet). The percent of targeted bases covered at
>10� depth has been reported to be related to the sensitivity for
heterozygous SNV detection in whole-exome sequencing.[19]

Here, we calculated the percent of bases covered at >10� depth
for exons of the all the 8394 genes. As a result, none of the
samples of NA12878 covered 100% of the coding exons. The
results of samples with PCR-free library preparation protocol
method (NA12878-2) is slightly better than samples with PCR-
based library preparation method (NA12878-1). For NA12878-
2, the percent of bases covered at >10� depth for the 8394
putative disease-related genes was >99.84%, while 99.44% of
the exon regions was covered in NA12878-1.
We also compared the breadth of coverage performance of the

2 samples for The American College of Medical Genetics and
Genomics (ACMG) 59 genes[20] (see Table S1, Supplemental
Digital Content, http://links.lww.com/MD/G640). The propor-
tion of the ACMG 59 genes covered 100% (>10�) was 98.30%
and 93.22% for NA12878-2 and NA12878-1 respectively. Sites
of all genes that are covered >10� was 99.97% and 99.78% for
sample with PCR-free library preparation method (NA12878-2)
and sample with PCR-based library preparation method
(NA12878-1). The breadths of coverage are slightly better for
sample with PCR-free protocols. We also examined finished
genes of the ACMG 59 gene set at ≥20� coverage that could
provide 99% sensitivity for heterozygous SNVs.[19] A percentage
of 79.66% and 57.63% genes were covered 100% for sample
with PCR-free library preparation method (NA12878-2) and
sample with PCR-based library preparation method (NA12878-
1) respectively.
In this study, the breadth of coverage of CNVs in the

DECIPHER database was also investigated for the 2 NA12878
samples (see Table S2, Supplemental Digital Content, http://links.
lww.com/MD/G641). Most CNVs in the DECIPHER database
can be well covered (>95%) at >10� depth for the 2 samples.
The breadths of coverage are slightly better for sample with PCR-
free protocol for CNVs in theDECIPHER database. A percentage
of 92.42% CNVs showed better coverage for NA12878-2 (PCR-
free WGS) than NA12878-1 (PCR-based WGS).

3.5. Impact of DNA input in PCR-free samples of NA12878

After comparison of the performance of WGS with PCR-based
and PCR-free protocols, we also investigated the impact of DNA
input (1mg, 500, 300, and 200ng) on variant detection in PCR-
free samples of NA12878 (NA12878-2, 3, 4, and 5). We
compared the DP and GQ, sensitivity for SNV/indels detection,
breadth of coverage of disease-related genes, and CNVs in the 4
PCR-free samples of NA12878.
First, we investigated the GQ and DP distribution in PCR-free

samples of NA12878 (NA12878-2, 3, 4, and 5). In general, the
distribution of DP was normal-like for all the samples. The
proportion of variants with ≥10� depth increased with
increasing DNA input (Fig. 4). NA12878-2 (1mg DNA input)
showed the highest proportion of 98.62% with ≥10� depth
(Fig. 4). The GQ of vast majority of variants called by PCR-free
samples of NA12878 (NA12878-2, 3, 4, and 5) is ∼100. The
proportion fluctuated along with the GQ scores. For both SNP
and indel detection, the proportion of variants with ≥20 GQ also
increased with increasing DNA input (Fig. 4). NA12878-2 (1mg
DNA input) showed the highest proportion of 99.37% with ≥20

GQ (Fig. 4). These results showed that the performance of
samples with higher DNA input is better than samples with lower
DNA input for PCR-free WGS. DNA input may influence the
variant quality in samples with PCR-free WGS.
DNA input may also influence the detection sensitivity of

NA12878 samples. In order to investigate the impact of DNA
input in identifying true genotypes, NA12878 high-confidence
calls (v3.3.2) were recognized as true-positive calls for evaluation.
To calculate the sensitivity of each sample, variants located in the
high confidence region (v3.3.2) were further recognized as “gold
standard” calls. To filter out erroneous variant calls, GQ (≥20)
and DP (≥10) were used. With the same library preparation
protocols, the sensitivity visibly increased with increasing DNA
input (Fig. 4), indicating that variant detection sensitivity is
positively correlated with increasing DNA input in this study
(Fig. 4). As a result, NA12878-2 showed the highest sensitivity
for both SNP (99.80%) and indel (94.34%) detection.
Heterozygous indels of sample NA12878-5 (200ng DNA input)
showed the lowest sensitivity of 87.92%. DNA input may
influence the detection sensitivity in samples with PCR-freeWGS.
We also investigated the breadth of coverage of PCR-free

samples of NA12878 (NA12878-2, 3, 4, and 5) in the 8394
disease-related genes and CNVs from DECIPHER database. To
filter out erroneous variant calls, GQ (≥20) and DP (≥10) were
used. In general, PCR-free samples with differing DNA input
showed similar coverage of both putative disease-related genes
and CNVs. NA12878-5 with the lowest DNA input of 200ng
showed more lower coverage regions in this study.

3.6. Analysis of 11 clinical cases

In the present study, 11 clinical cases were collected between
October 2018 and January 2021 in Changsha Hospital for
Maternal & Child Health Care Affiliated to Hunan Normal
University, Shenzhen Children’s Hospital and The University of
Hongkong Shenzhen Hospital to test the performance of the
WGS pipeline (PCR-free). All the 19 variants in the 11 cases were
confirmed previously by methods other than WGS, including 7
known variants (5 variants were classified as pathogenic, 1
variant was classified as likely pathogenic, and 1 variant was
classified as variant of uncertain significance) and 12 novel

Figure 4. Impact of DNA input on variant detection in PCR-free samples of
NA12878.
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variants (1 variant was classified as likely pathogenic, and 11
variants were classified as variant of uncertain significance)
(Table 2).[21]We applied theWGS pipeline (PCR-free) to all the 11
clinical cases. All the 19 previously confirmed variants were also
successfully detected using theWGS pipeline (PCR-free) (Table 2).
These results further demonstrated the sensitivity of the method.

4. Discussion

In this study, we focused on the impact of 2 experimental
parameters in the upstream step of WGS analysis (library
preparation protocol and DNA input) on variant detection. We
comprehensively analyzed and compared the performance of
each method using 5 NA12878 samples. After down-sampling to
a sequencing depth of ∼40�, the performance of GQ and DP for
different samples were evaluated first. In addition, we further
assessed the variation detection sensitivity with high-confidence
calls in the high confidence region from Genome in a Bottle. The
breadth of coverage of disease-related genes and CNVs was also
compared. As a result, samples with PCR-free protocol showed
better performance in DP and GQ distribution, SNV/indel
detection, and breadth of coverage of disease-related genes and
CNVs, thereby revealing how experimental parameters affect

variation detection. In this study, the analysis of samples with
different experimental methods provided additional insight and
choice for clinical variant detection.
Generally, various sequencers share a basic MPS workflow,

including preparation of template, library construction, sequenc-
ing, and analysis. Various experimental parameters were
provided by different platforms. As for the DNA input, the data
generated by extreme low DNA input may not always pass the
quality control for different platforms, and that’s the reason why
we selected 200ng as the lowest amount of DNA input. The
amount of DNA used for library construction can be much lower
than 200ng, such as DNA extracted from plasma and dried-
blood spot. The performance characterization of extremely low
amount DNA input (<50ng) is another interesting research
topic. Another limitation of this study is that, we did not perform
CNV detection comparison in the 5 NA12878 samples, because
there’s no well-accepted “gold standard” CNV call set for
benchmarking, nor “best practices” workflow for the detection
of CNVs. Instead, the depth and breadth of coverage for CNVs
was evaluated using the 5 NA12878 samples.
The successful applications of WGS in real clinical setting

requires comprehensive assessment of experimental parameters. In
this study, we have systematically evaluated the performance of

Table 2

Summary of detected variants in 11 clinical cases.

Sample
name Final diagnosis/Inheritance Variant Zygosity

ACMG
variant

classification
∗

Status†

Result
of WGS
pipeline
(PCR-free)

P1 Mental retardation, autosomal
dominant 23/AD

NM_001080517.1(SETD5):c.3167C>T(p.Ala1056Val) het VUS novel Detected

Pitt-Hopkins syndrome/AD NM_001083962.1(TCF4):c.305-20T>C het VUS novel Detected
Asparagine synthetase deficiency/AR NM_133436.3(ASNS):c.-59-9delT hom VUS novel Detected
Mental retardation, autosomal

dominant 52/AD
NM_018489.2(ASH1L):c.1304C>T(p.Pro435Leu) het VUS novel Detected

P2 Neurofibromatosis 1/AD NM_000267.3(NF1):EX1-EX58E Del het P 25325900 Detected
P3 Spinocerebellar ataxia, autosomal

recessive 8/AR
NM_152393.2(KBTBD5):c.1516A>C(p.Thr506Pro) hom P 31360996;

23746549
Detected

P4 Developmental and epileptic
encephalopathy 11/AD

NM_021007.2(SCN2A):c.3955C>T(p.Arg1319Trp) het P 28379373 Detected

P5 Leukoencephalopathy with ataxia/AR NM_004366.5(CLCN2):c.773-15C>G het VUS novel Detected
Leukoencephalopathy with ataxia/AR NM_004366.5(CLCN2):c.233G>A(p.Arg78His) het VUS novel Detected
Deafness, autosomal dominant

3A/AD
NM_004004.5(GJB2):c.299_300delAT(p.His100Argfs∗14) het P 20095872;

12111646;
21162657

Detected

P6 Brugada syndrome 3/AD NM_000719.6(CACNA1C):c.5747A>G(p.Gln1916Arg) het LP 28493952;
27871843;
27005929

Detected

Brugada syndrome 3/AD NM_000719.6(CACNA1C):c.4393T>C(p.Phe1465Leu) het VUS 29306897 Detected
P7 Epidermolysis bullosa with congenital

localized absence of skin and
deformity of nails/AD

NM_000094.3(COL7A1):c.5990G>A(p.Gly1997Asp) het VUS novel Detected

P8 Myopathy, centronuclear, 1/AD NM_022485.4(MTMR14):c.1577G>T(p.Arg526Leu) het VUS novel Detected
P9 Mental retardation, X-linked,

syndromic, Houge type/XL
NM_014927.3(CNKSR2):c.1393+10C>G hem VUS novel Detected

Helsmoortel-Van der Aa syndrome/AD NM_015339.2(ADNP):c.3137A>G(p.Gln1046Arg) het VUS novel Detected
P10 Sotos syndrome 1/AD NM_022455.4(NSD1):c.2704G>T(p.Glu902∗) het LP novel Detected
P11 Retinitis pigmentosa 39/AR; Usher

syndrome type 2A/AR
NM_206933.2(USH2A):c.3788G>A(p.Trp1263∗) het P 21686329 Detected

Retinitis pigmentosa 39/AR; Usher
syndrome type 2A/AR

NM_206933.2(USH2A):c.5572+1136G>A het VUS novel Detected

∗
LP= likely pathogenic, P=pathogenic, VUS= variant of uncertain significance, WGS=whole-genome sequencing.

†
“novel” indicates that the variant has not yet been reported as far as we know. Numbers are the PMIDs of the literature where the variation has been reported.
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different methods for clinical WGS, and which illustrates how
experimental parameters affect variant detection. The results
provide additional insight and choice for clinical variant detection.
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